The thalamus is an evolutionarily conserved structure with extensive reciprocal connections to cortical regions. While its role in transmitting sensory signals is well-studied, its broader engagement in cognition is unclear. In this review, we discuss evidence that the thalamus regulates functional connectivity within and between cortical regions, determining how a cognitive process is implemented across distributed cortical microcircuits. Within this framework, thalamic circuits do not necessarily determine the categorical content of a cognitive process (e.g., sensory details in feature-based attention), but rather provide a route by which task-relevant cortical representations are sustained and coordinated. Additionally, thalamic control of cortical connectivity bridges general arousal to the specific processing of categorical content, providing an intermediate level of cognitive and circuit description that will facilitate mapping neural computations onto thought and behavior. 
Introduction
Arousal is often conceptualized as the general context in which specific cognitive processes such as attention occur [1] . However, in contrast to attention, where enhanced excitability and changes in functional cortical connectivity are observed among neurons encoding related sensorimotor features [2, 3] arousal is associated with broad increase in forebrain excitability [1] and functional cortical connectivity [4] . Neural specificity of attentional processing is required for augmenting relevant inputs over distractors, enabling one to have a conversation in a crowded room while filtering out irrelevant but equally loud conversations [5] . Such specificity is not expected for general sensorimotor responsiveness that diminishes during sleep or anesthesia, and one often used as a measure of arousal [6] .
While making an explicit categorical distinction between arousal and cognitive processing has driven experimental progress in psychology and behavioral neuroscience over the last few decades, we think that its continued use may limit our ability to map cognition onto underlying neural circuits and computations. For example, while the construct of attention proposes specialized computations that differentially amplify sensory inputs [7] [8] [9] , such computations occur within a larger context that involves changing behavioral goals, evolving decisions and memory updating [10] [11] [12] [13] . This context may not involve the same level of topographic specificity seen for visual cortical response modulation by visuospatial attention [14] but it is far from global or general. Instead, engagement in broadly similar cognitive tasks evokes the same patterns of functional connectivity within and across cortical networks despite differences in the categorical content [15] . We think that defining task-relevant functional cortical connectivity patterns is critical, as it constitutes a missing intermediate level of neural description that flanks global changes in cortical connectivity associated with general arousal on one end and specific patterns of cortical microcircuit activity associated with making categorical perceptual or mnemonic judgments on another. On the cognitive end, this level of circuit and computational organization would translate into distinct directed arousal states, which makes intuitive sense, since an organism is invariably aroused about something (an object), whether it is food, mate or memory. Experimentally, this is equivalent to the idea of task engagement, where the construction of a task set requires changing functional connectivity within and across task-relevant cortical regions [16] . In the next few sections, we will review recent evidence that indicates a central role for the thalamus in regulating cortical connectivity, and therefore, the construction of a directed arousal state. That is, beyond the well-recognized role of certain thalamic circuits in relaying categorical content to and between cortical regions is the control of connectivity within and across task-relevant cortical networks. This newly recognized thalamic role, as a master regulator of functional cortical connectivity, places this subcortical structure closer to the center of cognitive control.
Task-relevant changes in functional cortical connectivity has become an extremely powerful approach for probing and manipulating functional connectivity across cortical networks of the human brain [17] . Initial seminal studies have shown that broad changes in cortical connectivity are associated with broad changes in arousal. For example, TMS applied to the premotor cortex results in highly diminished responses in prefrontal or parietal areas during slow wave sleep compared to quiet wakefulness, supporting the general idea that cortical connectivity breaks down during sleep [4] .
More recently, this functional approach has been applied to understanding cortical network interactions during different cognitive processes. For example, the superior parietal lobule (SPL) establishes connectivity patterns with the occipital, parietal, and frontal cortices that are enhanced during short term working memory despite differences in the categorical content of items across different trials [18] . Similarly, in feature-based attention, broadly attending to faces or motion differentially enhances connectivity between prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the visual motion sensitive area (MT) or the fusiform face area (FFA), respectively [19] . Importantly, specific patterns of functional connectivity are trainable and can enhance performance on tasks that have not been previously encountered if they broadly utilize similar cortical connections [15] .
In addition to task-relevant enhancement of connectivity across cortical regions, functional connectivity within a particular region appears to be relevant for sustained representation of categorical content. This can be inferred from a recent study by Rose et al. [20 ] where TMS-evoked activation of a parietal region encoding an unattended categorical item held in working memory resulted in performance deficits attributed to memory trace interference. This finding was particularly surprising because that item was undecodable compared to the attended one, and provides support to the idea that working memory traces can be stored in a latent state through recurrent local synaptic connections [21] [22] [23] . The notion that local synaptic interactions can maintain a categorical representation in time is supported by multiple animal studies [24, 25 ] the most compelling of which is that of the songbird premotor system (nucleus HVC), where a synaptic chain holds a song representation over time [26] .
Thalamic regulation of functional cortical connectivity
The idea that the thalamus serves as an information relay is derived from the known function of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which receives topographical inputs from the retina and projects topographically to primary visual cortex (V1). The classical Hubel and Wiesel model [27] predicts a transformation from a concentric, center/ surround representation to orientation tuning through spatially offset LGN inputs on individual V1 neurons (Figure 1a ). Key to this transformation is that thalamic inputs control visual-evoked spike timing of cortical neurons and thereby dictates the structure of their receptive fields (the content of their sensory representation)
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Multiple lines of evidence suggest that this idea is incomplete and misses a fundamental thalamic function; the control of functional connectivity within and across cortical regions. Anatomically, thalamic output to the cortex is quite variable, with only a minority of thalamic circuits exhibiting a topographic and spatially restricted innervation of a single cortical target [30 ,31] . Additionally, many thalamic circuits receive convergent inputs from a single or multiple cortical regions that do not appear to be compatible with the idea of topographic relay [32] .
In a recent study, we investigated the role of the mediodorsal thalamus (MD) in sustaining distinct categorical representations in the PFC, and ones that are dependent on recurrent lateral interactions between PFC subnetworks [33 ] . These observations were made in the context of an attentional control task, where mice selected between conflicting visual and auditory targets based on one of two task rules that were randomly presented on a trial-by-trial basis. While distinct PFC populations represented the task rules through lateral connections (synaptic chains analogous to the ones seen in the songbird HVC [26] ) making rule decoding straightforward, MD neurons showed qualitatively similar temporal tuning but did not distinguish between the two rules. Bidirectional optogenetic manipulations along with multi-site recordings in the context of this task showed that MD inputs were critical for enhancing lateral connectivity between PFC neurons but neither dictated their baseline excitability (measured through changes in spike rates) or their categorical tuning. As such, and in contrast to orientation tuning in V1 whose structure is dependent on LGN inputs, PFC receptive fields in this task are dependent on lateral inputs from other tuned PFC neurons, with MD enhancing the relevant functional connections. This is a clear example of the thalamus enhancing cortical connectivity without influencing categorical content directly (Figure 1b) .
While enhancing local cortical connectivity without relaying information has not been explicitly described previously, its ubiquity may be inferred from studies of the primate Pulvinar, a region with structural parallels to MD. Enhanced local connectivity would be consistent with Pulvinar inactivation diminishing neural responses in primary visual cortex [34] and shifting higher visual cortical regions to a sleep-like state [35 ] . Similar thalamic input is also a reasonable candidate for enhanced lateral connectivity in parietal cortex that is hypothesized to account for prospective visual receptive field expansion during a saccade [36 ] . Lack of categorical representation is consistent with Pulvinar neurons reflecting confidence, not stimulus category during perceptual decision making [37 ] .
Beyond enhanced local cortical connectivity, thalamic circuits may also enhance connectivity across cortical areas. For example, during the delay period of sustained visuospatial attention, enhanced connectivity between Inferior temporal area TEO and higher order visual cortex V4 appears to be mediated through the Pulvinar and correlates with appropriate task performance [38] . Similar findings have been seen in feature-based attention across areas of the visual ventral stream [35 ] . Given that an individual cortical region receives inputs from multiple thalamic structures, we suggest a model in which different thalamic inputs shift the connectivity weights within a cortical region allowing it to shift between processing and sustaining locally generated categorical representation and participating in distributed categorical processing across multiple cortical nodes (Figure 1b ). Testing this framework will undoubtedly expand our understanding not only of thalamic function, but of cognition more broadly.
Conclusion
The idea that cognitive constructs such as attention, working memory and decision making will ultimately be mapped onto distinct circuits and computations may end up being inaccurate. Instead, these processes are now known to utilize overlapping neural substrates (e.g., area LIP in the primate brain is known to be involved in visuospatial attention [10] [11] [12] [13] as well as decision making). With better understanding of brain function at the computational level [39] , these constructs may be replaced with a set of algorithms whose deployment will vary according to behavioral demands, and together give rise to varying degrees of overlap among what we currently recognize as individual constructs. Because these algorithms will be distributed across cortical regions (sensory, motor, mnemonic, abstract, etc.), functional connectivity across individual cortical nodes will reflect engagement in specific cognitive tasks. In this review, we introduced the idea that a specific pattern of functional cortical connectivity defines a 'directed arousal' state, to emphasize a level of cognitive and neural description that connects general arousal to specific categorical processing. This level of organization may also be completely dissociable from general arousal in that such states could still occur during sleep; with ones predominantly reflecting local processing during non-rapid eye movement sleep, and others reflecting inter-regional interactions during rapid eye movement sleep [40] [41] [42] . In humans, the combination of TMS and neuroimaging approaches is providing us with a wealth of data on how these states relate to cognitive processing. Animal studies provide much needed mechanistic understanding, and based on recent data we described here, we think the thalamus operates as a master regulator of functional cortical connectivity. These findings expand our understanding of cognitive function, and set the stage for exploring this role of thalamus as a diagnostic and correction target in the context of human cognitive disorders.
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